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	C++ Common Knowledge: Essential Intermediate Programming, 9780321321923 (0321321928), Addison Wesley, 2005
What Every Professional C++  Programmer Needs to Know—Pared to Its Essentials So It Can Be Efficiently and  Accurately Absorbed

C++ is a large, complex language, and learning it is never  entirely easy. But some concepts and techniques must be thoroughly mastered if  programmers are ever to do professional-quality work. This book cuts through the  technical details to reveal what is commonly understood to be absolutely  essential. In one slim volume, Steve Dewhurst distills what he and other  experienced managers, trainers, and authors have found to be the most critical  knowledge required for successful C++ programming. It doesn't matter where or  when you first learned C++. Before you take another step, use this book as your  guide to make sure you've got it right!

This book is for you if

	
    You're no "dummy," and you need to get quickly up to speed in  intermediate to advanced C++

    
	
    You've had some experience in C++ programming, but reading  intermediate and advanced C++ books is slow-going

    
	
    You've had an introductory C++ course, but you've found that  you still can't follow your colleagues when they're describing their C++ designs  and code

    
	
    You're an experienced C or Java programmer, but you don't yet  have the experience to develop nuanced C++ code and designs

    
	
    You're a C++ expert, and you're looking for an alternative to  answering the same questions from your less-experienced colleagues over and over  again

    


C++ Common  Knowledge covers essential but commonly misunderstood topics in  C++ programming and design while filtering out needless complexity in the  discussion of each topic. What remains is a clear distillation of the essentials  required for production C++ programming, presented in the author's trademark  incisive, engaging style.
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The Definitive Guide to HR Communication: Engaging Employees in Benefits, Pay, and PerformanceFT Press, 2011

	Two experienced HR communications consultants show how to dramatically improve the effectiveness of every HR message. HR professionals know their programs are pivotal to organizational success, but they also know how difficult it is to communicate those programs effectively. Hampered by legal restrictions, highly complex...


		

Algorithms and Computation: 20th International Symposium, ISAAC 2009, Honolulu, HawaiiSpringer, 2010

	The papers in this volume were presented at the 20th Annual International Symposium
	on Algorithms and Computation, held December 16–18, 2009, in Hawaii,
	USA. In response to the Call-for-Papers, 279 papers were submitted. Each paper
	received at least three reviews by either Program Committee members or experts
	selected by Program...


		

Material Girls: Why Reality Matters for FeminismFleet, 2021

	
		'A clear, concise, easy-to-read account of the issues between sex, gender and feminism . . . an important book' Evening Standard

		

		'A call for cool heads at a time of great heat and a vital reminder that revolutions don't always end well' Sunday Times 

		
...






	

Introduction to Linear ElasticitySpringer, 2013

	Introduction to Linear Elasticity, 3rd Edition provides an applications-oriented grounding in the tensor-based theory of elasticity for students in mechanical, civil, aeronautical, biomedical engineering, as well as materials and earth science. The book is distinct from the traditional text aimed at graduate students in solid mechanics...


		

M Commerce: Technologies, Services, and Business ModelsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Presenting the first book ever to provide a complete introduction to m-Commerce!
    
    Mobile Commerce, or m-Commerce, is part of an explosion of new usage scenarios that overcome the limitations of mobile devices in support of highly personalized and time-critical activities for consumers and enterprises alike. With tens of millions...

		

Programming Computer Vision with Python: Tools and algorithms for analyzing imagesO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Today, images and video are everywhere. Online photo-sharing sites and social networks
	
		have them in the billions. Search engines will produce images of just about any
	
		conceivable query. Practically all phones and computers come with built-in cameras.
	
		It is not uncommon for people to have many gigabytes of photos and...
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